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Welcome to teachersplanner.org. This document is intended to act as a simple introduction to the 
teacher’s planner to get you familiar with what it can do as quickly as possible. If you want help to 
get your planner setup you should see the Getting Started guide in the FAQs – look at the footer of 
any page. 

Day View. 

When you first log on to the teacher’s planner this is the default view. This allows you to see the day 
at a glance and will show you today’s lessons (or the next teaching day if today is a holiday or 
weekend). If you want to get back to the day view click View and then Day from the menu. 

 

 Like all the pages on the site this view is adaptive and will change depending on the device 
you’re viewing it on. So on a small screen details will be removed to simplify the display. 
 

               

 

  

The menu appears on every page. 

What day is it and what week is it? Click on the date 
to view another day. Click on the >> to go to the 
next teaching day or << previous teaching day. 

The school calendar is displayed here. 

On a small screen, like a tablet or netbook, you 
see just the lesson and plan along with the 
navigation buttons. 

On a smaller screen again, like a phone, the 
menus collapse to a button, the calendar is hidden 
and you just see the navigation buttons. 

For each lesson you can see: 
- A button that shows the class, subject and 

room from your timetable. 
- Your plan for the lesson. 
- The homework you have set. 

Click the button to go to a more detailed view. 
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Lesson View 

The lesson view is the one you’ll spend most of your time with. To get to the lesson view click the 
lesson button from the day view to get a view of that lesson or choose View and then Lesson from 
the menu. That will take you to the lesson view but for the first lesson of the last viewed day. 
 

 
Just like the day view the lesson view will adapt to suit the size of the screen you’re viewing it on. 

     
 
                              or 

Clicking the << or >> buttons either side of the lesson plan will take you to the previous or next time 
you taught/teach this class.  

 

You can always see which lesson you’re looking at because it is highlighted in green along with the 
other lessons from the current day. Click on any lesson to see its details. 

  

The standard navigation options. 

A more compact view for a tablet or netbook. 

And the calendar. 

Today’s lessons. Click to go to one. 

Lesson details including: 
- What you did last lesson. 
- Any homework due today. 
- The plan for today. 
- Today’s homework and when 

it’s due. 
- The plan for next lesson. 

A minimalist view for your phone. 
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If you’ve setup the linked documents (from the menu choose Setup and then Linked Docs) you’ll be 
able to see an ‘External Link’ just above the plan for the current lesson. 

 

Clicking on the link will take you to the linked document. This would be a document on Google Docs, 
Office 365 or some other web based system. We can’t link to documents held on your local drives 
(that would also defeat the point of having a web based planner that you can access from 
anywhere!). 

Other things that you can see from the lesson view page. 

The plan for the last lesson and when it was. You can’t edit this! 

 

Any homework that’s due today. 

 

Homework you’re setting today and when it’s due. The planner will let you choose any day in the 
next cycle but it will highlight days and lessons when you next see this class. You can choose any of 
the days from the list though. 

 

The plan for next lesson, and when it is. 
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Week View – Paid Accounts Only 

This gives you an overview of the current week in one screen. In order to fit so much information 
onto one screen it’s cut right down to show just the lesson plan – no homework. 

 

Set Up Linked Documents. 

To set the planner to go to a linked online document when you click on the ‘External Link’ in lesson 
view you need to go to Setup and then Linked Docs from the menu. 

 

That’s it!  

At the moment we’re in beta testing and some extra features will be made available soon. 

- Setup your school calendar by uploading a CSV file or editing the data directly in the planner. 
- See a class view (paid accounts only) – for a given class see past and future lessons so that 

you can plan a series of lessons from one page. 
- Shared classes (school accounts only) – if you share a class with another teacher your 

planner will show the last/next lesson the class had even if it was with a different teacher. 
- Schemes of work (paid accounts only) – create a single sequence of lessons and then select 

these from the lesson view to automatically fill in the lesson plan and homework. You’ll then 
be able to customise the lesson for the particular class. This will take lots of hassle out of 
planning if you teach the same topic(s) to several classes. If you have a school account you’ll 
be able to share the scheme with other teachers at your school. 

Selecting a date will show you that week. 

The usual navigation options at the top of the page. 

Click the lesson button to go to lesson view. 

Click the date button to go to day view. 

The best way to insert the link is to open the 
document in another browser tab, copy the URL 
from the address bar then paste it against the 
correct class. 


